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Your life has purpose.

Your story is important.

Your dreams count.

Your voice matters.

You were born to make an 

impact.

There is a surrendering to 

your story & then a knowing 

that you don’t have to stay in 

your story.

Ever read someone’s story 

and think, “This is exactly 

what I needed to hear today?”

Your story will do that for 

someone else.

Don’t be afraid to tell your 

story, your voice is important 

and your story is unique.

What God has done in your 

life, that’s what you need to 

share. You’re the only one 

who can tell your story. Your 

story matters. 
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Carry each other’s burdens, and in 
this way you will fulfill the law of 
Christ. Galatians 6:2

Give, and it will be given to you. 
A good measure, pressed down, 
shaken together and running over, 
will be poured into your lap. For 
with the measure you use, it will be 
measured to you.  Luke 6 : 38

A home-cooked meal is often called a 
labor of love. At Discovery, we believe 

in helping others. When someone in 
our community is caring for a new baby, 
recovering from surgery or an accident, 
suffering from a death in the family, preparing 
for moving day, experiencing a financial 
hardship, or consumed with tending to a sick 
child, we want to ease the burden by gifting 
them a meal.

Providing a meal can be just what the 
doctor ordered. Not just because the food 
provides for their physical needs, but it helps 
us scatter our kindness to others. The meals 
are planned with care, made with love, and 
hand-delivered at a time when our community 
member(s) are in the midst of stress, change, 
pain, or uncertainty. Our meals are also seen 
as an emotional salve of friendship and more 
healing than most prescription drugs.

It allows us to help serve others in a way 
that God would want us to. One of our 
Compassion Chefs, Cindy Stricker, says, 

“Being part of our Meal Train has been a 
real blessing to me. When I prepare a meal, I 
feel like I am providing a real and immediate 
need for a family going through a difficult 
time. Each family has been so grateful and I 
come away from each home feeling blessed 
to be able to help out in a small way at a time 
when help is so needed and appreciated. I feel 
more blessed than they do. I encourage others 
to get involved.”

Another Chef, Joan Wright says, 
“Every time I deliver a meal that is meant to 

heal, I come away more healed. This ministry 
has helped me get to know and bond with so 
many families. It makes for an immediate 
connection.”

“Compassion Chefs not only gives us the 
opportunity to serve God but it fosters future 
friendships with those you are bringing a meal 
to.” says, Russell & Michele Flynn.

I hope if you find your place in need of a 
warm cooked meal, you will reach out to our 
Compassion Chefs to serve you. God Bless.

LABOR OF LOVE
written by Nichole Barnett,
Meal Train Coordinator  for Compassion Chefs 

If you know of someone who needs meals, or if you want to be a Compassion Chef, email chefs@dc2.me



LIFE GIVING WORSHIP
written by Tom Morris
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In the home I grew up in our stereo 
console was larger than our TV. I 

was entertained by vinyl albums from 
my earliest recollection. The grooves of 
those magical black discs held stories 
and songs and released them for my 
enjoyment with the simple flick of a switch 
and the familiar scratchy sound of stylus 
on pressed vinyl – I never grew tired 
of listening. I would stack up as many 
records as the post would hold and listen 
to music as album after album would sing 
me to sleep. 

My dad was a big Johnny Cash fan, and 
my mother liked The Beatles (their early 
stuff,) Bobby Goldsboro, and of course, 
Elvis – mostly his gospel music. In fact, 
most of their collection was gospel music 
from groups that toured the churches of 
Eastern Pennsylvania where I was raised. 
Those early musical influences are an 
important part of my formative years.  

The first album I bought with my own 
money was Bob Dylan’s “Slow Train 
Coming” (yes, I still have it.) I was drawn 
to artists with deep lyrics and a folk-rock 
sound like Simon and Garfunkel, Peter, 
Paul and Mary and Bob Dylan. My musical 
tastes broadened in my junior high and 
high school years as I was exposed to new 
genres of music like punk, new wave, and 
the melting pot of popular music now 
broadly labeled as “classic rock.” I also 
delved deeply into an emerging genre 
called Contemporary Christian music – in 
part to assuage the guilt I felt over my love 
of  the sinful, double entendre-laden lyrics 
of rock-n-roll. Resurrection Band, Petra, 
and Phil Keaggy albums were added to my 
vinyl collection. 

In my college years I joined the 
Columbia House Record Club (13 albums 
for one penny was their introductory 
offer) and my tastes and album collection 
grew. Bruce Springsteen, the Hooters, 
Genesis and Huey Lewis and the News 
were now the go to choices when the 
needle of my new linear tracking, Technics 
Turntable lowered in all its scratchy glory. 
I could no longer stack up a selection of 
albums and drift off to sleep as they played 
one by one. Now the routine was plug 
in headphones, hit the start button and 
pound out a homework assignment on my 
electric typewriter. 

After college, my album collection and 
turntable moved back to Pennsylvania 
with me. It was set up in my apartment 
when I got married, and in our next 
apartment when we had our first child. 
By that time, albums were rapidly 
disappearing as music went digital on 
compact discs. After our first child was 
born, we moved - my turntable did not 
come out of the box in our new home, 
and my albums were stashed away in a 
plastic crate. It was almost two decades 
before they were unpacked, a new stylus 
was purchased for the turntable, and the 
scratchy sound of music on vinyl filled our 
home once more. 

Over the next several years a routine 
emerged. On Saturday mornings I would 
pick out an album to play as we were 
starting our day. Not every Saturday, but 
more and more Saturdays would start 
with coffee, careful deliberation, and a 
nostalgic wave of music emanating from 
the stereo system. Vinyl was back in vogue 
and I began checking out records shops 
and expanding my collection again. I also 
began posting these Saturday morning 
sessions on facebook – just a picture of the 
album jacket, or the disc on my turntable. 

After coming back to Colorado, 
and back to Discovery in 2018, I 
was a participant in our Leadership 
Development class. In this class I was 
introduced to one of Steve Cuss’ tools 
for managing anxiety called the Life 
Giving List. The concept is simple – you 
make an actual list of people, places and 
activities that make you feel human and 
alive. To combat the effects of anxiety 
you can engage with an activity from the 

list. I realized as I put my Life Giving List 
together that Saturday Morning Vinyl had 
to be on the list. 

By this time, my facebook posts had 
become more elaborate, with album notes 
and reflections on my experiences with 
the artist or the music. I began adding 
interactive questions and responding to 
people who would reply to the posts as 
an attempt to share my love of vinyl and 
connect with others. 

Steve says that the key to the Life Giving 
List is that the activities become an act 
of worship – we are connecting with God 
when we manage the anxiety in our life, 
because it tends to occupy the same space 
that God and other people hold in our 
lives. The people, places and activities on 
the Life Giving List bring freedom and 
God is the source of that.

I must confess it is a bit odd to think that 
Paul Simon, the Kinks, or The Cars can be 
part of an act of worship. It would make 
sense if my old Contemporary Christian 
music tracks were invoking a sense of awe 
and worship, but not my sinful, double 
entendre laden classic rock tracks – how 
could that be possible? 

But it is, and here is why I think it is true 
– the curation and preservation of these 
simple discs of black vinyl are a window 
into my life, my past. They are a reminder 
of people who love me, and whom I love. 
They bring a recollection of influences, 
decisions, and providential guidance 
that have made me the person I am. I’m 
grateful to God for the opportunities He 
has provided, and for the turning points 
along the way that are recalled through the 
scratchy sound of vinyl on a turntable. 
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Hello, my name is Joel Aper and I am
the new Global Ministries resident at
Discovery.
I am 21 and was born and raised in 

Bloomington Illinois and I am the last 
born and only unmarried child in my 
family. My oldest sister, has twins (a 
boy and a girl) and my brother who is 
married. Both of them work in ministry 
which has inspired me to do the same. 

I recently moved to Colorado after 
studying inter-cultural studies at Lincoln 
Christian University in Lincoln, Illinois.

I’ve spent most of my life in Illinois 
but did a residency through AmeriCorps 
stationed at a ministry that works with 
inner-city youth  in Knoxville, Tennessee. 
I have been on several missions trips, but 
my favorites are Kenya, New York, and 
Paraguay. 

In fact, I began my residency with 
Discovery by visiting our global partners 
the Reich’s in Paraguay. My favorite 
hobbies are taking photos, filming 
videos, and performing magic tricks. I 
love spending time exploring, hiking, 
and reading spiritual formation books at 
coffee shops.

Hello, my name is Corey Benko and I 
am the new Children’s Ministry resident 
at Discovery. 

I am 21 years old and a senior at 
Nebraska Christian College outside of 
Omaha. I was born and raised by my 
mom in Bellevue, Nebraska, which 
is located south of Omaha. My older 
brother, Cody, and I would go and visit 
our dad over Christmas and summer 
vacation. In addition to my mom, dad, 
and older brother, I have a step-dad, 
step-mom, and five younger half-sisters. 

I grew up in a Christian household 
with both parents, however we did not 
go to church regularly until I was in was 
in high school. God and faith were topics 
encouraged in my family. My parents 
loved us asking questions even if they 
didn’t know the answer. Once we started 
going to church regularly with my mom, 
I gave my life to Christ and was baptized. 
I believed in God for a long time, but 
now I made a commitment to follow 
Him for my whole life. 

I received my call to ministry going 
into my senior year of high school 
during my devotional time. It was not an 
audible voice, but I believe I heard God 
telling me to go into ministry. I started 
sharing with people what I believed 
I was being called to, and I received 
tremendous support from believers and 
even non-believers. I felt God affirming 
what I heard by opening doors for me to 
enter into ministry. I am looking forward 
to all the ways I will be stretched as a 
leader and all the things I will learn.

Hello, my name is Kodiak Miller 
and I am the new Pastoral resident at 
Discovery. 

Some of my responsibilities as 
Pastoral resident will include shadowing 
Steve, honing my own preaching skills, 
representing Discovery at a number 
of city meetings and events including 
the push for affordable housing in 
Broomfield, and helping to plan and 
develop our prayer walk. 

I was born in Santa Cruz, California, 
and at age 24, I am the oldest of five 
siblings. I am a lifetime pastor’s kid. 
Sometimes I’m good at following Jesus 
- the other 99% of the time, I’m just 
trying to make my way back. I’m kind of 
an oddball and that brings its awkward 
struggles, but I believe it’s given me 
a unique perspective that makes an 
appearance mostly through written 
stories and reflections. 

I think the hardest lesson I continue 
to unlearn is that if you just love GOD 
better, then life will get better for you. 
I spend a lot of time reflecting on the 
nature of pain and suffering- and the 
reality, despite what I learned growing 
up, is that sometimes GOD doesn’t 
miraculously take our pain away- 
sometimes pain stays with us for the 
span of our life: but GOD still walks with 
us through it all. 

My greatest joy is discovering for 
myself and helping others discover how 
to have hope, even in the wildest of 
storms. 

INTERN INTRODUCTIONS

Joel Aper  Corey Benko    Kodiak Miller

MORE INFO
The Discovery residency program develops 
emerging leaders who want to pursue 
vocational ministry. Want to know more? 
Visit our website at dc2.me/residency or if 
you have questions, email Renae Loring, 
Pastor of Leadership Development at 
renae@dc2.me
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In the mountain top days

It’s so easy to praise

When the joy bubbles forth from my soul

I see God everywhere

He has conquered all fear

And my spirit and body are whole

But from the valley below

Where the dark grips my soul

Anger and evil abide

I can’t reach out

Oppressed by the doubt

Searching for places to hide

It’s in those dark gloomy days

When I’m losing the race

Only Your power sets me free

Your mercy and grace

Draw me back to the place

Where I see that Your love blesses me

I will sing of Your glory from every mountain top

I’ll praise You from the valley below

I’ll shout out Your wonders forever

And never stop

Your love is life to my soul

Sing of Your Glory
song written by Carol Hill
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WORSHIP IN HOLY YOGA
written by Marla Lindstrom Benroth

“Get into a comfortable position,” 
Discovery member Meg Barjesteh 

tells her participants in a soothing voice. 
“Bring hands to heart center or in your 
lap…”

Several ladies sit cross-legged on their 
mats and close their eyes as Meg begins 
the Holy Yoga practice. 

“Begin to notice your breath, going 
into this present moment on your 
mat.” She pauses as her students relax. 
Soft Christian music is playing in the 
background. “The devotional I chose for 
today is from Jesus Always. ‘…I want you 
to depend on Me not only in the stormy 
circumstances, but when the skies of your 
life are calm…relying on Me involves 
staying in communication with Me, an 
extraordinary privilege.

“‘This rich blessing provides you with 
strength, encouragement and guidance. 
When you stay in touch with Me, you 
know you are not alone. As you walk in the 
light of My presence, I help you to rejoice 
in Me all day long. Depending on Me is 
the most joyful way to live.’”

The ladies quietly contemplate the 
message. “What stuck out to me in this 
devotional,” Meg says, “is the fact of 
depending on the Lord not only in the 
stormy circumstances, but when it’s calm. 
Just think about your own relationship 
with the Lord. Do you tend to depend on 
Him only in the stormy circumstances or 
do you remember Him when life is calm? 
Do you express gratitude for what He has 
done?” She reads Psalm 31:14-15: “Lord, I 
trust You. I said You are My God. My life is 
in Your hands.”

More breathing exercises and then the 
warm-up, and Meg leads the ladies in slow 
flows that she’s prepared for this session. 

Why They Come
Meg offers classes in her home on 

Monday and Wednesday at 9:30 a.m. and 
at Discovery on Saturdays at 9:30 a.m.

Meg has been taking yoga classes for 
about 12 years. She went to her first Holy 
Yoga class eight years ago and has been 
consistently practicing it the last two 
years. She started teaching Holy Yoga 
after completing a 200-hour intensive 

“[Holy Yoga] is another 
way for people to pray and 
meditate on the Word; they 
sit in silence and they fast. 
This is just another option for 
growing closer to Christ.” 

—Meg Barjesteh

Participants holding pose at a Holy Yoga class offered in Meg’s home.

training certification Fall 2018 offered by 
the Holy Yoga organization, founded by 
Brooke Boon. Meg sees Holy Yoga as a 
spiritual discipline and an act of worship 
for herself and others. “It’s another way 
for people to pray and meditate on the 
Word; they sit in silence and they fast. 
This is just another option for growing 
closer to Christ.” 

The ladies who come to her classes point 
to reasons why they enjoy taking them. 

 “I have always been intrigued by 
yoga moves,” says Linda Erley, a regular 
attender of the Holy Yoga classes. “And 
now especially as I become older, I know 
that I need to work on my balance and 
stretching my body. When I saw a yoga 
class advertised that had Christian music 
and devotionals, I was all over it. What a 
fabulous combination, and the supportive 
community it creates is lovely!”

Suzie Shuler says, “Holy Yoga is a space 
to find God’s upside down kingdom. Being 
still (rather than “busy”) has value. It is 
a space to reflect, to move slowly, to find 
God is near. It is a time to slow and enter 
the unforced rhythms of God’s grace. It’s a 
place of renewal and refreshment for our 

spirits, our bodies and our souls.”
Kristen Zandee, who like others 

has attended traditional yoga classes, 
says there is a significant difference 
between those classes and Holy Yoga. 
“In traditional yoga, the focus is internal 
— on you. In Holy Yoga, it’s about your 
connection with Jesus.” 

She says it helps her to place her focus 
on and give Him her stress and anxiety. 
“I’m a busy working mom and trying 
to find time to re-focus and worship is 
difficult.” The class helps her to do that, 
she says. 

“There is something truly magical for 
me doing yoga to worship music with 
meditating on scripture … It is both 
releasing and refilling all at once.”  

Linda says she has enjoyed going to yoga 
classes through the years and had good 
instructors. 

But, “because of my Christian faith, it 
has always been a little difficult with the 
Eastern religion emphasis. Holy Yoga is a 
better fit for me personally because I can 
worship God in body, mind and spirit.”

Linda adds that there is, “no question 
that I see this class as a form of worship.  
For centuries Christians used their bodies 
for worship through dance or arms raised 
and waving to praise God. Our bodies are 
God’s temples! We were made for worship! 
For example, when Meg cues us to find a 
focal point when we are doing the “Eagle” 
pose, I remember how God calls us to keep 
our focus and gaze on Him and I begin to 
pray asking God to help me with this. My 
time during the class has really become a 
form of prayer for me.”



Peace through a Traumatic Time
by Melinda Karshner

I had an incredibly traumatic 
year last year, which 

included two back-to-back 
stillbirths. The first was 
because of no cause and 
the second occurred after a 
negligent driver hit my car on 
the driver’s side. 

I also lost a dear friend 
who died suddenly at age 33 

in between those losses. After all of that, I felt sad, 
anxious and angry—often at God—and stopped going 
to a church we used to attend. Frankly, I was sick of 
hearing that this happened because of God’s plan for 
me and that God doesn’t give people what they can’t 
handle. I simply don’t believe God would do all that to 
a family on purpose. 

I found peace with God after I felt His strong 
presence and reassurance that no, this wasn’t done to 
me by Him and that He was there to wrap me in love 
and help me find the strength to get through it all. 

After that, I felt drawn to Discovery Church—I 
can’t even explain why—and we started attending 
that summer. Finding Discovery helped mend my 
relationship with God. 

The Holy Yoga class has continued to strengthen 
that relationship. Spot on for what I needed at the 
time, Megan’s devotionals and scriptures helped me 
work through my anxiety and showed me what the 
Bible says about it.

I think what helps me the most in Holy Yoga is 
that Megan makes it a comfortable and safe place. 
She’s thoughtful about the passages she picks out and 
reads at the beginning and end of the class. And, as I 
participated, it solidified the feeling I started to have 
(but was still shaky with) that God is walking with me 
through all of the pain from three traumatic losses. 

I noticed that what was lacking in traditional yoga 
classes was the connection specifically to Jesus—
there is a focus on working through anxiety, but it is 
more through self-love. Losing two children (I was 
24 weeks pregnant, and until the loss everything 
was perfect) is much bigger than anything a person 
can work through alone or even with just the love of 
friends and family. More than that was understanding 
the love of God for me. He grounded me and lifted the 
heavy weight of grief off my shoulders. 

With significant and traumatic loss it is very easy 
to lose sight of the good and the love and everything 
that is in place to help carry you through it all. The 
Discovery Holy Yoga class helped me stay focused on 
all that is good: love and God.

Benefits Outside of Class
The ladies agree that the 

physical and mental benefits of 
Holy Yoga for them are many.

“As a 64 year old, I have already 
been helped by the moves in 
my core strength, energy and 
balance,” says Linda. “The first 
time I tried the “Eagle” pose I 
was wobbling all over the place.  
Now after several weeks, I am 
beginning to get a better overall 
body stability and balance and 
it’s okay if I wobble and fall out 
of the pose because there is grace 
all around, beginning with Meg. 
She simply says, ‘If you fall out of 
the pose no problem, just come 
back when ready.’ You will find no 
competition or comparison in this 
class!”

Kristen says it helps with 
her pain management and 
flexibility. “My favorite part is the 
combination of everything. But 
I do have to say, moving to the 
worship music is amazing.” 

Speaking of the spiritual ripples 
in her life, Linda says, “Every 
class I leave with something 
Meg has read in the devotional 
or a passage she has read from 
the Word, and I ‘marinate’ on it 
throughout the day. I pray about 
it and ask God to help me put His 
Word into action! Holy Yoga has 
impacted my walk with Christ 
throughout the day and week.”  

Meg Brings Peace and Joy
The ladies have a lot to say 

about Meg as a yoga teacher.
“Meg is exceptional,” says 

Linda. “She makes everyone feel 
comfortable whether it is your 

first yoga class ever or you are 
a seasoned yoga student. Meg’s 
cues and instructions are clear 
and easy to understand. To add to 
that, Meg has a very calming voice 
and has a beautiful spirit about 
her! I love the way she chooses a 
theme, such as for a period of a 
few weeks she talked about what 
the Bible says about being anxious 
(and incorporates that into the 
session.)”

Kristen agrees. “Meg is 
very peaceful, encouraging, 
and instructional. It is always 
comfortable. We can go at own 
pace and own ability level. She 
gives you ways to adjust easier or 
more challenging.”

Several appreciate the way Meg 
is open and transparent about 
the challenges in her life while 
encouraging others to lean on and 
follow Christ. 

Future for Holy Yoga at Discovery
Will there be more classes? 

Will they include men, families 
and teens? Will there be more 
teachers? The leadership at 
Discovery is discussing the value 
of more diverse faith-based yoga 
classes and adding other teachers 
as an outreach to the community, 
especially as the building capacity 
expands. The three classes Meg 
offers currently are Mondays 
and Wednesday mornings at her 
house and Saturday mornings 
at the church. They go from 
9:30-10:30 a.m., with childcare 
available on Saturdays. (You need 
to contact her by Wednesday to let 
her know if you need childcare.) 
Email Megbarjesteh@gmail.com
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Teaching Holy Yoga has taken Megan 
Barjesteh out of her comfort zone in 

surprising ways and led her closer to the 
Lord in the process. 

A practitioner of traditional yoga 
for several years, she discovered Holy 
Yoga eight years ago when she lived in 
Washington State. A Christian friend of 
hers, Katie, who taught traditional yoga 
decided to become a HY instructor. Katie 
was a high school friend with HY founder, 
Brooke Boon.

Seed of an Idea
Her maiden name is Megan Ames and 

she grew up in Denver. She fell in love 
with Bob Barjesteh, they married and 
soon moved to Bainbridge Island off the 
coast of Seattle, Washington. They lived 
there from 2006-2017 with their growing 
family before moving to Broomfield and 
attending Discovery.

On the island, Meg attended yoga classes 
for more than a decade. She was attracted 
to them because she could get a good 
workout in and it was low impact. “If I 
couldn’t run, I could do yoga.”

She says she greatly admires Katie’s 
faith. “She is one of those people I think 
about as unshakable. She’s walked through 
some difficult things in life and has this 
peace and grace about her that’s rooted 
in Christ. She’s not afraid to share her 
faith with others. At the time I was in awe 
that she was so bold in what she believed 
because I was a little reserved.”

The irony of Meg becoming certified 
from Holy Yoga is that she was never a 
fitness instructor. Meg was trained as an 
elementary ed deaf and hard-of-hearing 
teacher. She hasn’t taught for a long time. 
She stayed home to raise their children: 
Isabel, 20; Cole, 18; and Quinn, 14. 

“I’ve always taught little kids! So, why in 
the world would I want to teach a fitness 
class to adults? I felt like I was a little crazy 
and definitely out of my comfort zone.” 
When they moved to Broomfield from 
Washington, in January 2018, she sought 
ways to connect more with others in the 
community.

She received the Holy Yoga 

MEG’S JOURNEY 
written by Marla Lindstrom Benroth

“Holy Yoga is not about the 
workout and the yoga. It’s 
about God.”       —Brooke Boon

Holy Yoga Founder

Meg Barjesteh showing how Holy Yoga is an act of worship to her.

organization’s emails for years without 
giving it a thought. “About a month 
after we had moved, an email popped up 
generically inviting people to train with 
them. I brought it up to my husband. He 
was surprised because it was so different, 
but supported me in the idea.”

She’d get busy and another email 
popped up and she thought about it again. 
This kept happening from February until 
August 2018. She checked out the website. 
Then called them to ask them about it. I 
wondered, why am I being drawn to this?

“I reached out to Katie before I decided 
to do the training last year.” 

She told me, “You can totally do this!” 
“I didn’t know why I wanted to, but 

something was nagging at me. She said, 
‘You don’t have to know why.’” 

Meg’s first thoughts were, this is a really 
neat thing. This is a great way to meet 
other women with the same faith as me 
and who believe in a healthy lifestyle. She 
says she knew it was more than the yoga. 
Meg told Katie her biggest hindrances 
were that she had no idea what she wanted 
to do with it and couldn’t picture herself 
teaching a class. 

Katie told her, “That is okay. You don’t 
even need to know. The Lord will open or 

close doors. If this is something you feel 
like you need to do, just lean into it and do 
it.” 

This was in August 2018. The online 
class started in September. Her supportive 
husband, Bob, said, “Go for it!” 

The training, which costs $3,200, was 
online for the first eight weeks. They 
did live internet calls every week for two 
hours with 40 other people. They also had 
a required one-hour prayer call with a 
smaller group of students — there were 10 
ladies in Meg’s group.

The leader would read a scripture three 
different times and ask questions about 
it. “We’d meditate on it and share what 
came to us about it,” Meg recalls. “We also 
shared our personal prayer requests with 
one another.” 

One thing surprised Meg, but also 
helped her understand the spiritual 
priority emphasized by the leaders. “In the 
first week of training, there was no yoga! It 
was all Bible study. It was all foundational. 
The first five or six weeks we spent the first 
hour on our Bible study. It was preparing 
us to have the right mindset. To give us 
confidence in our faith, and that God is at 
the center of our lives.” 

It might not have been what some 
students looking for yoga training 
expected or wanted, she comments. 

At the end of the eight weeks they 
attended a one-week immersion retreat 
where they fine-tuned the yoga techniques. 
Founder Brooke Boon repeated over and 
over to them, “Holy Yoga is not about the 
workout and the yoga. It’s about God.”  
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Practicing Yoga is controversial in many Christian circles 
and outright rejected in others. And, for good reason. 

Some yoga practices will chant mantras in Sanskrit believed 
to have spiritual and psychological power to connect the 
practitioner with the divine within themselves. Or others use 
mala, or prayer beads, to guide and protect in the practice. 
But, Holy Yoga has a completely different approach.

Basic physical goals of most any yoga are foundational, 
whether practicing “Hatha Yoga,” “Ashtanga Yoga” or “Holy 
Yoga.” According to Brooke Boon, who founded Holy Yoga 
as a company in 2006, these names are simply telling you 
what style a studio teaches. In her book Holy Yoga: Exercise 
for the Christian Body and Soul, she says Christian Yoga is 
considered a style.

In general, yoga’s system is “built on three main structures: 
physical postures, breathing and meditation. The postures 
(or poses) in yoga are designed to put pressure on the 
glandular systems of the body, thereby increasing the body’s 
efficiency and spaces are made in the joints to increase 
elasticity and range of motion.”

Breathing techniques are designed to improve the “health 
and function of both body and mind.” Some Christians balk 
at the “meditation” part of Holy Yoga. But the Bible speaks 
favorably of meditation: “May these words of my mouth and 
this meditation of my heart be pleasing in your sight, Lord, 
my Rock and my Redeemer” (Psalm 19:14, NIV).

Another criticism of yoga from Christians is that it can’t 
be separated from the Hindu religion. According to Boon, 
“yoga predates Hinduism by at least 1000 years. Yoga was 
not created by Hindus but was indeed co-opted by Hindus 
as a major part of their religion.” Other sources cite the 
beginnings of yoga back to the ancient Vedic culture, pre-
dating Hinduism.

One of the most vocal objections about yoga is that it 
teaches participants to “empty their minds.”

“Be transformed by the renewing of your minds,” says the 
Bible (Romans 12:2), not the emptying of your mind. Holy 
Yoga leads practitioners to empty their minds of everything 
but God, creating an atmosphere where the mind is being 
renewed as the body is rejuvenated.

Yoga  — Steeped in Controversy 
by Marla Lindstrom Benroth

“She is so true to that in how she 
teaches,” says Meg, admiringly. “Yes, she 
loves yoga and is an amazing instructor.”

Meg’s take-away from retreat was 
the heart of the leaders: they’d start 
their sessions with a devotional and/or 
a scripture and a prayer. Almost every 
instructor would say in her prayer, “Lord, 
make me small so that you can be big.” 

“I love that phrase — it captures how 
Holy Yoga is so different from other 
kinds of yogas. This means so much to 
me because I believe these classes are not 
about me and my teaching. This is about 
Him coming into the room.” 

“I had to videotape myself a few times 
during training. They wanted people to 
come to your class one of those times 
— so we could work on if my cues to 
participants was working. 

“Knowing I had to teach in front of at 
least one other person, five weeks into the 
online training, I emailed my Discovery 
Bible study leader Nina Taylor and said, ‘I 
am doing this training. Who would like to 
come to a free yoga class? I’ve never taught 
before! You are my guinea pigs!’”

Meg wanted at least two people and 
six women came. “So, that was my first 

yoga class — in my home downstairs. 
Afterwards, a couple of women came up to 
me and asked me, what time next week?”

Later, Meg approached the Discovery 
Women’s Ministry team and asked if they 
could host a class at Discovery, and that’s 
when the class at the church started.”

Taken Out of Her Comfort Zone
How has Holy Yoga helped Meg in her 

own journey? 
“Physically, I have improved my 

flexibility, core strength and balance,” 
she explains. “I am way more aware of 
my posture and body alignment. I notice 
when I am at a checkout counter and not 
standing correctly.”

She confides that some of the ways she 
has grown personally is that she’s “become 
a more competent and confident teacher. I 
have been able to slow down enough when 
difficult things in life come or I need to 
make hard decisions. It has taught me to 
step back and be quiet. Not call my mom 
or best friend, but instead rely on God.” 

She adds, “I’ve had several times when 
I’ve been prepping for class in trying to 
decide what devotional to share or what 
scripture that morning. Sometimes it 

is really clear to me. She decided to talk 
about anxiety one month because she was 
feeling it, too. “Everyone has anxiety at one 
time or another.” 

“Then there are days when I have no 
idea what to share. I’ll pray about it, but 
nothing seems to come. I’ll randomly open 
up a page and I’ll pick something and not 
sure if it is something I should share. At 
least three times, within an hour on my 
phone, my New International Version 
(NIV) verse of the day is the same as that 
one. One day, I wasn’t sure what I was 
going to share would matter to anyone. 
And I received a group text from someone 
who was in our cabin at the Holy Yoga 
retreat. Someone sent the same verse I was 
teaching on that day. Coincidence?” 

She doesn’t think so. “It’s interesting 
how everything falls into place. The other 
thing I didn’t expect that I’ve learned: it 
has made me share my faith more. I didn’t 
realize how I’d be sharing my faith on a 
weekly basis. I’d say things like, ‘Hey, I’m 
struggling with this. But I know God is 
beside me and helping me.’ I can be more 
vulnerable, especially about my faith. I 
never thought that was something I’d do 
before stepping out to teach Holy Yoga.” 
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For the longest time, I thought of 
worship as singing in church. Well 

into my faith journey, I still associated the 
word worship with singing. And here’s the 
thing—I don’t really like to sing!

Years ago, Discovery’s former pastor, 
Tim Dally, preached a sermon on stepping 
out of your comfort zone in order to grow 
in your faith.  

“So,” he suggested, “if you don’t 
normally sing, try singing. If you don’t 
normally serve, try serving. Step outside 
your comfort zone and see how you grow 
in your faith.”  

I did. I tried singing. In fact, there was 
a visible smile from our worship leader 
when he saw me singing. I still do sing 
sometimes. And other times, I just close 
my eyes and listen to the music and let 
it fill me without singing. I drink in the 
words and savor their meaning and say 
“yes” as others sing.  

It has taken me years to realize worship 
is a matter of my heart; it is using the 
gifts God has given me to praise Him. 
Some people worship by singing, writing, 
through food, and I do it through caring 
for others. I’ve had a lot of illnesses, 
deaths, and difficult situations in my 
circle of family and friends over the last 12 
years. In each circumstance, God teaches 
me more about others and more about 
myself. I don’t approach things the same 
way I used to. Now I am more of a listener, 
an asker of questions, and a “come 
along beside-r.” Because I have grown in 
understanding of God, and my faith, I now 
view my acts of service as acts of worship.  

Caring for others is something others 
tell me I do naturally and, it seems, 
effortlessly. It doesn’t always feel this way 
to me, but I certainly can’t imagine not 
being this way. However, I don’t jump 
at every opportunity. In fact, I shy away 
from big organized opportunities. The 
way I prefer to serve is in more intimate, 
smaller ways. Don’t get me wrong, there is 
absolutely a need for these organized ways 
of helping. Take for instance Discovery’s 
Compassion Chefs meals ministry.

 In the early years of Discovery, when 
we were small and everyone knew each 

CARE AS WORSHIP
written by Rebecca Bennett

other, providing meals was informal. 
Closely connected, people would take 
care of you. I remember feeling like 
I was not connected enough and if 
something happened to me or my family, 
I wondered if we would be able to receive 
meals. I remember being concerned but 
was always told it was not needed. One 
shouldn’t have to be connected to receive 
the love of Christ. When Steve came to 
Discovery as pastor, we had him over for 
dinner one of his first weeks, and I shared 
that it was something we needed more 
formally. He agreed to a meals ministry 
and it became part of our Compassion 
Ministry.

Prepared and delivered meals are such 
a blessing to the recipients, and this act 
of service can also be a blessing for the 
person providing them. I remember 
receiving a meal when one of my children 
was born. Included with the meal was a 
note thanking me for allowing the family 
to prepare a meal for us.  

Zaidee, Jack, Rebecca, and Steve Bennett on vacation in Maine this past summer.

This feeling of being blessed is exactly 
how I feel when I am able to come 
alongside someone and care for them. I 
feel blessed that God has given me hands 
to serve, ears to listen, a husband that 
provides for our family and understands 
this way about me, and so much more. 

There are many ways that I have shown 
care as worship for those in need. Caring 
has involved jumping on a plane and flying 
halfway across the country. Caring has 
been walking next door and putting three 
children in the car to drive them to the 
hospital in Denver so their father doesn’t 
have to drive all the way back home to 
pick them up and bring them down to visit 
their mother. Caring has been making an 
appointment with a hairdresser that you 
know will take care of a neighbor before 
she has surgery on her head. Caring is 
baking something special for someone 
with a food allergy so that they aren’t left 
out. Sending a text, making a phone call, 
and delivering a mocha when someone 
is having a rough day can all be acts of 
worship if my heart is turned toward God.

Often I am drawn to the caregivers. 
My heart breaks for the person that is ill 
or facing challenges.  No one likes to see 
someone suffer. But frequently, my acts 
are directed more towards the caregivers.  
Caregivers carry tremendous weight, but 
the assistance is usually focused on the 
patient. 

“Because I have grown in 

understanding of God, and 

my faith, I now view my acts 

of service as acts of worship.” 

—Rebecca Bennett



Rebecca and her father, Randy, in the Healing 
Garden, 2010.
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I remember being in Connecticut for 

one of my many visits when my mom 
was receiving treatment for brain cancer. 
I thought I was helping my father by 
offering to do the Target run. He insisted 
he could do it. I realized that hour, when 
he got out of the house, drove to a store, 
walked the aisles, perhaps grabbed a 
Starbucks, was a break for him from his 
regular routine of caring for my mom. 
I learned so much from my dad about 
caregivers over the course of those 18 
months. 

The first time I asked my neighbor how 
he was doing when his wife was in the 
hospital, he was shocked because everyone 
asked how she was doing. It allowed him 
to open up and share some of his burdens 
and allowed me to come alongside him 
and the family in a much different way. It 
was much more impactful for both of us.

I love the way pastor and author, John 
Piper, describes worship:

“The inner essence of worship is to 

know God truly and then respond from 
the heart to that knowledge by valuing 
God, treasuring God, prizing God, 
enjoying God, being satisfied with God 
above all earthly things. And then that 
deep, restful, joyful satisfaction in God 
overflows in demonstrable acts of praise 
from the lips and demonstrable acts 
of love in serving others for the sake of 
Christ.”

As I’ve thought about what worship 
means for me over the last week, I am 
reminded of how God makes each and 
every one of us unique. I can see my 
husband fully, with all his mind, heart 
and soul, worship God through singing. 
His love of Christ exudes from his body 
when a song moves him. His expression of 
worship is a very outward demonstration. 
My expression is a far more quiet peace 
that results in an act. 

I’m not perfect and I know I’ve missed 
opportunities. I haven’t cared for everyone 
I could have, or cared for them in the 

best way. I’m learning, and as my joyful 
satisfaction grows, my demonstrable acts of 
love in serving others grows too.  

WHAT’S BREWING AT IMPACT CAFE 
Come check it out! Offering hot drinks, smoothies and doughnuts for sale.
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Communion: when a gathering of Christ’s 
imperfect followers remember, honor, and 
thank him by breaking bread and sharing 
wine together.  

In my experience, communion has 
often been received in silence; the 

atmosphere somber and reflective. 
Receiving the sacraments occasionally 
felt like a solitary experience even 
when I partook with hundreds of 
others physically present. But the word 
‘Eucharist’ means “Thanksgiving” and the 
root word of ‘communion’ translates to 
fellowship or sharing. 

We’re sharing the bread and the wine 
in community with each other and with 
Jesus. What an invitation to a powerful, 
beautiful, life-giving, celebratory 
experience. We’re meant to express our 
deep gratitude and our thanksgiving for 
Christ and his sacrifice with each other. 
In his divine wisdom, Christ invited us 
to intentionally remember him while in 
community with one another. He knew we 
needed Him and He knew we would need 
each other.

There’s much I don’t know, but one 
thing I’m confident in, is humanity’s 
need to be in community—to know we’re 
not alone. I’m so grateful to journey in 
my faith with others, and to witness and 
experience other people also journeying 
in their faith. We may all be in varying 
stages of spiritual walks, but none of that 
matters around Christ’s table. He didn’t 
add prerequisites to His Gift. He offered 
a prayer of thanksgiving, broke the bread 
and passed the cup asking his followers to 
take them both in remembrance of Him 
and recognition of the blood he poured 
out for us. 

There’s no requirement of perfection 
or even a requirement to be without 
doubt. We’re required to know we need 
his sacrifice and to remember it with 
gratitude. The church leaders, front-
seaters, back-pewers, seekers, and battle-
wounded are all invited to sit side by side 
at the communion table.

Next time you share communion, I 
invite you to be intentional in receiving 
the full gift of community with Christ and 

OPERATION CLINK CUPS
written by Tina Hill

Tina’s son, Jacoby, age 7, clinking cups with his grandparents.

with each other.  Even if it’s as simple as a 
non-verbal clinking of communion cups 
to acknowledge and affirm each other’s 
presence. A simple toast to acknowledge 
to your fellow worshipers that we’re in 
this together.  I’m a big fan of toasting 
whenever I share a meal or a drink with 
someone. The simple act of touching 
glasses is somehow unifying in that shared 
experience. What better moment for unity 
and honor than the sacred act of sharing 
communion with someone.  

We all carry our own scars and baggage 
with us into the sanctuary. To know 
that we are seen and known by other 
followers is sustaining. For the weary 

Christ follower, a simple clink of the 
cup could be the affirmation needed 
to continue journeying in whatever 
spiritual storm they may be experiencing. 
Sharing the sacraments not in solitude 
but in community with one another sure 
seems like a divine directive. It is both a 
communal and personal act of worship. 
What an awesome God we serve who knew 
we would need both community with Him 
and community with each other.

Fair warning, I’m starting a communion 
cup clinking movement. 

If you happen to sit next to me in the 
back pew, be prepared to clink cups as we 
share communion.

“I like to clink cups because it feels 
like everyone is worshiping God 
together. The glass cups create 
a nice loud sound that says we’re 
worshiping God out loud, and it 
feels like we can hear God’s voice.  
It also makes me feel like we’re all 
a family. The glass cups feel really 
special for me. It’s communicating 
with God. Clinking cups makes my 
day and the other person’s day.  
Also, singing before communion is 
like listening to God.” 

—Jacoby Hill



And so, dear 
brothers and sisters, 
I plead with you to 
give your bodies to 
God because of all 
he has done for you. 
Let them be a living 
and holy sacrifice–
the kind he will find 
acceptable. This is 
truly the way to 
worship him.

Romans 12:1
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Hello Discovery. In August I went to 
Kenya with Light up Hope, and I’d 

like to share some things about my worship 
experiences there. 

Worship is defined as showing honor 
or reverence to God; also as performing 
or participating in an act of worship. 
Sometimes our experiences limit our 
perspectives about worship. I’m certain 
we are aware of the multitude of ways in 
America that Christians practice their faith 
and engage in worship. 

Discovery members express worship 
in many ways such as singing, preaching, 
participating in communion, tithing, and 
serving (in children’s ministries, preparing 
communion, serving meals to those in need 
in our church, etc.) This list certainly isn’t 
complete. We may not even realize that 
helping direct traffic in the parking lot is 
an act of worship. Worship requires us to 
engage and participate in an activity. It is 
both personal and communal.

Let me elaborate and share from my 
military experiences. I served a combined 
25 years in the Air Force and Army. As a 
service member, I was required to go to the 
rifle range and qualify with my weapon, 
pass my physical fitness test, and perform/
pass many other tasks. My fellow soldiers 
could not do these tasks for me, nor could I 
for them. But in order to be successful as a 
unit, we needed to be able to perform them 
together. In order to perform our mission, 
we needed to be physically fit and apply 
firepower effectively.

I have been blessed to participate in 
worship with a variety of cultures and have 
learned from each of them. Our mission 
trip in Kenya had three established 
themes: worship through learning, 
worship through service, and worship 
through play. Though the activities were 
designed around each theme, I believe they 
were intertwined. Our experiences were 
better because we were able learn, serve, 
and play at the same time.

Worship through learning

We had three activities that provided 
opportunities to worship through 
learning. First, through church, and just 

DIVERSITY IN WORSHIP
written by Bill Davis

like at Discovery, they preach, sing and 
tithe in Kenya. However, church is at a 
minimum, a four hour exuberant affair 
with two sermons and dancing. In order 
to appreciate and grow in the experience, 
I fully engaged in the singing and dancing 
(I am neither an accomplished or talented 
singer or dancer.) 

My worship experience was made 
better and I felt more connected to 
the congregation and God by fully 
participating. We worship the same Savior, 
and though they struggle in ways that I 
can never fully comprehend, they express 
a joy in their acts of worship that is beyond 
description.

Our second opportunity to worship 
through learning was visiting a Kikuyu 
tribe in Kibingoti. A small impoverished 
matriarchal village in love with the Lord, 
they were warm, open, and welcoming to 
us. Here we learned about their day to day 
life, the LIFT program (Linking Individual 
Families To. . . food, education, and 
healthcare) and the families they support. 

We worshiped through learning about 
these kind and generous people and 
through service by helping to gather water 
for the village— it was roughly a mile walk 
to the water source (dirty little stream)— 
and tilling a small field with hand tools. 
We also worshiped through play by singing 
and laughing the whole time. We were able 
to share a meal and stories, growing closer 
as a community of believers.

Rounding out our worship through 

Bill Davis, aka “Babu” and Sophia in Kibingoti.

learning experience was our visit to Gifted 
Prince School in the Kwa Njenga slums. 
This was a very tough experience for me, 
but one of the things that steadied me was 
the sheer joy and openness of the children. 
We introduced ourselves and visited each 
class. They in turn greeted us with love and 
joy by singing a welcome song and sharing 
their class motto. 

After the first two classes I noticed 
that though they seemingly had no issues 
saying two syllable names, single syllable 
names like mine (Bill) were difficult. I 
asked Augustine (Joseph House Director 
and pastor of the church we visited) what 
grandfather was in Swahili. He stated it 
was “Babu,” so when it was my turn to 
introduce myself from that point forward 
I enthusiastically said “Babu Bill.” For the 
rest of our visit I was “Babu.” 

We visited LIFT families, walking 
through the slums over small streams of 
raw sewage to homes not much larger 
than an American closet where each 
family of five lived. Yet, they were filled 
with gratitude and were welcoming. My 
thoughts went to when Jesus humbled 
himself and washed the feet of his disciples 
when I heard that Dave (part of the group, 
but had been sent to two other LIFT 
homes) had stepped in raw sewage. When 
he arrived at the home, a young student 
removed his shoe and cleaned it with 
what little water they had. They sacrificed 
a scarce, precious resource to tend to a 
visitor. A true act of worship.
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Worship through service

We spent time at another school in Umoja where 
we again visited each class, danced, and experienced 
the same joy and hospitality. Light Up Hope actively 
provides a feeding program in both schools, and we 
were able to be a part and help serve the children 
lunch. A child’s ability to learn is directly impacted 
by meeting this basic need, that all to often we take 
for granted. The staff sacrificially serves, often being 
paid very little or not at all. They serve out of love 
and to have an impact in the lives of these children. 
I’ve spent a good deal of my life running from the 
poverty that I grew up in, and I personally know 
what it’s like to go hungry, to be homeless, and in 
need. I relate to these families and children. During 
those challenging times in my life, there were those 
that worshiped through service, believing in me and 
meeting my needs. In the Gospels of Matthew and 
Mark there is a story of a young boy who gave Jesus 
five loaves and two fishes. The apostles wanted to 
send the crowd away, but Christ said no, and from 
this meager sacrifice the needs of 4,000 were met.

Worship through play

We were able to spend time on safari and see 
God’s marvelous work in nature. We saw first hand 
the beauty and diversity of His creation, coming 
away with the knowledge that we are fearfully and 
wonderfully made (Psalm 139:14.) while quietly 
meditating and worshiping our Creator. I believe 
that in each experience we were able to worship 
through learning, serving, and playing. My question 
for you is, in what ways do see yourself worshiping? 
Are you actively showing honor or reverence to God? 
Are you finding ways to perform or participate in 
acts of worship? Don’t limit yourself or God. Become 
engaged. Blessings.
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HARVESTING GOD’S GOODNESS
written by Marla Lindstrom Benroth

I discovered a new unexpected way to express gratitude to the 
Lord and worship Him.

Have you been watching the vegetables in the Discovery 
community garden behind the church grow? There’s one plot in 
the middle with the tall sunflowers, surrounded by squash and 
green beans. That’s mine! You may have read the story “Planting 
Seeds of Hope” I wrote in the summer issue of COMPASS. And 
maybe you saw the picture of me attacking a foreboding plot of 
weeds before planting. Well, now it’s harvest time! Those of us 
who planted are now picking delicious organic vegetables, that 
also include beets, Swiss chard, patty pan squash, okra, peppers, 
pumpkins and more.    

Well, I don’t consider myself a gardener. Not like my dad was. 
And I’ve leaned heavily on Cathleen Horn’s expertise. She’s in 
charge of the garden, the Expert-in-Chief of all agrarian issues, 
including the pests. The first day of September she noticed a 
“powdery mildew” on my squash leaves and alerted me in a text. 
Since my husband, Chet, and I were about to go out of town, 
she took responsibility and cut that nasty stuff out. And told me 
I could spray it with Neem oil to prevent that in the future. I’d 
never heard of that! But though the squash plants got cut down, 
they are still producing lots of yellow and green tasty veggies. (In 
fact, I can find them better!)

Now, here’s the part surprising to me. I will admit, I do not 
enjoy donning gloves and pulling out those prickly thistles and 
hauling them to the dumpster. But, a joy and delight springs up 
in my heart when I see the yellow and green poking through the 
leaves. A “time to plant, and a time to uproot” (Ecclesiastes 3:2, 
NKJV).  God gives us such wonderful gifts to enjoy! And the 
fun part is, I have some of this bounty to share. As I picked the 
squash, I thought of people who would enjoy sharing in God’s 
tasty goodness. I though of how my labor could bless others. And 
I praised the Lord for the opportunity to sow, to reap and to give! 

I’ve connected with several of our neighbors by sharing my 
little crop. I handed my neighbor Linda a huge zucchini over the 
back fence, and she made three loaves of bread and gave Chet 
and me one of them. It was delicious! When we give, unexpected 
blessings come back to us. 

Have you noticed several plots with a black covering? Those 
are waiting for you to plant your crops in Spring 2020. For only 
$40 to pay for tools, materials and defray other garden costs, 
you, too can reap a bountiful harvest to give. 

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED 
Saturday, October 5, from 9 a.m. – 12 p.m. 
Help close out the 2019 garden so it looks tidy and 
complete (pull plants, hoe, turn compost, clean tools, 
etc.). 

PLANNING MEETING 
End of February 2020 for those who would like to learn 
how to garden or be involved in the 2020 garden.

For more information, contact:
Cathleen Horn at DCgarden@dc2.me

“This year was the most manageable and per capita 
most productive year we’ve had in the Discovery 
Community Garden! I felt satisfied that the people 
who participated were all in this year, and that was a 
really good feeling.”                              —Cathleen Horn, 

Discovery Community Garden Coordinator

You Can Participate 
in the Discovery Community Garden

(the garden is open to the public)



reading God’s Word

praying

singing

listening to music

participating in Communion

being baptized

serving others

tithing and offering

giving time and talent

being outside in nature 

moving your body

being obedient 

caring for those in need

resting in solitude and simplicity

being thankful

sharing reason for your hope

surrendering to His will

mentoring another

discipling

and many, many more ways 

that are unique to you and God.

SET 
APART

FOR
 WORSHIP
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A LEGACY OF WORSHIP
written by Rachael Parks

Come, let us sing for joy to the LORD; 
let us shout aloud to the Rock of our 
salvation. Psalm 95:1

For most of us, the first thing we think 
of when we think of worship is music. 

Some believers enjoy worshiping through 
song, while others prefer to worship 
through other avenues. For Raemi and 
Eli Morin, worshiping through music 
is a delight to their souls and a legacy 
gifted from their parents that has taken 
root in their hearts. Both Morin kids 
immerse themselves in music whenever 
they can and are both active in Discovery’s 
youth worship and Legacy High School’s 
marching band, where Raemi is a drum 
major and Eli plays percussion. 

Raemi explained how music caught her 
heart and why worship is so near and dear 
to her heart. 

“My dad was a part of the worship 
team when Discovery was at Aspen 
Creek. I don’t remember that because I 
was so young, but it must have sparked 
something in me because I have always 
loved music. When I was younger, I 
wanted to worship with the adults because 
I loved the live worship so much. I started 
taking piano lessons in kindergarten 
and always sang everything. I remember 
seeing the high school worship band when 
I was in Quest 45 and remember thinking 
‘Wow, they have their own worship band. 
That’s insane. That’s so cool. I want to 
do that.’ It’s something I knew I always 
wanted to do.”

Now Raemi plays keys and leads 
worship in the youth room on Sunday 
mornings. Both Raemi and Eli agreed 
that their parents, Cheryln and Eric, 
helped spark a love for music and 
worship, but it continues because worship 
is how they connect with God and express 
their love to Him. 

“Now that I am a senior, most of my 
friends don’t go to church regularly, 
so worship is how I connect with God. 
Sometimes I don’t connect with the 
sermon, but I always connect with the 
worship. My favorite worship song is 
“King of My Heart” because I love the Raemi and Eli in Legacy High School band 

uniform at a football game this Fall.

Raemi leading Discovery Youth worship.

Eli playing drums in the Morin’s music room.

truth in the lyrics of  ‘You are never gonna 
let me down’ because it’s so true.”

For Eli, worship has always been a 
part of his life, but started with drums in 
middle school. 

“I played percussion for jazz band at 
Rocky Top and then I decided I wanted to 
play drums for the kid’s worship. But my 
dream had always been to play bass. So 
I tried out as a drummer first. But I will 
audition to play bass soon. Tim (Hurley) 
came over to help me work on bass a few 
weeks ago and he said I was better than 
him and I was like, ‘What?!’

Eli’s favorite worship songs are “When 
Death was Arrested”, “Made Alive”, and 
“Unstoppable God”. He particularly 
enjoys Unstoppable God when he plays 
the drums because of the unique drum 
sound the song has. 

The love of worship that the Morin 
siblings have carries over with them to 
marching band. 

“I see marching band and worship at 
church as separate, but sometimes the tie 
of music allows me to have conversations 
with my fellow marching band students 
because they know I am actively involved 
with my church’s youth worship band”, 
says Raemi. 

Raemi and Eli have both attended 
Discovery their whole lives, and their 
love for worship has blessed our church. 
Raemi graduates from Legacy in the 
spring and hopes to go to college for 
music therapy and use her love of music to 
help people.



Therefore, I urge you, brothers and sisters, in view of God’s 
mercy, to offer your bodies as a living sacrifice, holy and pleasing 
to God—this is your true and proper worship. Romans 12:1 

For most Christians, when we think of the word worship, 
we think of music. But God calls us to worship with our 

everything, becoming a living sacrifice for His glory, holding 
nothing back from Him. Becoming a living sacrifice is a daunting 
task at best, and for a new believer, it can sound impossible. 

Matt and Allison Fry have chased this call with gusto since 
coming to Discovery, and have made leaps and bounds in their 
pursuit of being living sacrifices for the glory of Christ.

Since coming to Discovery in August of 2018, the Fry’s went 
from being Sunday morning attendees to life group leaders, 
children’s ministry volunteers and being heavily involved with 
1829, a young adult group. 

Matt and Allison moved to Colorado from South Dakota 
in May, 2018 so Allison could pursue her Master’s degree in 
Environmental Engineering. They became Christians in their 
college years through a campus ministry bible study. Newly 
married, they knew that they wanted to find a church to plug into 
that would help them create their life here in Colorado. 

As Matt put it, “Our whole goal was to find a church that we 
felt had a community we could be a part of, not just come to a 
Sunday service. Discovery was the first place we felt like we could 
do that.” 

Allison agrees. 
“We had been church hopping for a while and no where felt 

like the right fit until we found Discovery. Discovery was the first 
place we felt one hundred percent comfortable. I don’t think 
we weren’t expecting to feel the way we did at Discovery. The 
approach they had to preaching was a huge draw for us because 
you could know a ton about the Bible or you could know nothing 
about the Bible and you can still understand it. As adults who 
didn’t grow up in the church, being able to understand and 
connect with the sermons made us feel accepted and loved.” 

After deciding that Discovery was the place for them, Matt and 
Allison dove in, joining a Contentment Project group. 

When I asked why the Contentment Project, Allison said, 
“What brought Matt and I to knowing God was a life group of 
sorts, so we knew that was important to our development as 
Christians, so we were seeking out that piece.” 

Matt took the answer a step further and revealed their hearts 
behind their actions. 

“When we started going to Discovery in August, we still felt like 
there was a lack of effort and growth in us, and we wanted to dive 
deeper.” 

From there, Matt and Allison’s Contentment Project group 
became a Life Group. “We were lost people. We had no friends or 
family here, and we were newly married. Our group became our 
family. We wanted to keep that, so we became a Life Group.” 

While they were not leading quite yet, they jumped on the 
opportunity to host, and a few months later, they were asked to 

ALL IN WORSHIP
written by Rachael Parks

take over leading the Life Group. 
After prayerfully considering the call to lead others in studying 

the Word, Matt and Allison agreed. And they have been growing 
ever since.

Matt and Allison recently decided they wanted to serve 
Discovery in other ways so they could continue to grow and 
deepen their faith, so they started working in Children’s Ministry 
on Sundays. As if their story could not be anymore beautiful, they 
are looking for a way for their whole life group to serve together 
and have considered jumping into Young Life when they know 
they can make the time commitment. 

In one year, Matt and Allison went from being Sunday 
attendees to leading others in their pursuit of Jesus. The Fry’s are 
a beautiful testimony of answering the call to lose your own life 
and follow Jesus. 

They are a breathtaking illustration of the Holy Spirit 
sanctifying believers. Their obedience and generosity has 
been a gift to their Life Group and a picture perfect display of 
Discovery’s values to give of our time, talent, and treasures. 

Matt and Allison, I cannot wait to see where your love and 
pursuit of Jesus takes you next. The way your hearts have caught 
fire for Jesus is just incredible. The passion and sacrifice you 
bring to the kingdom is an answer to the prayers of Discovery. 

Thank you for your example of worshiping with your lives and 
saying yes to serving the Kingdom and Discovery. 

The Fry’s with their pups Sam (Golden Retriever) and Lola (Corgi)
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Managing Leadership Anxiety: Yours and Theirs, focuses on how anxiety, yours 
and theirs, gets in the way of your ability to be an effective leader. When you and 
those around you are anxious, you may get “stuck” in chronic unhealthy patterns. 
Steve offers powerful tools to help you move from being managed by anxiety to 
managing anxiety. The book will help you develop the capacity to notice your and 
your group’s anxiety—where change and health really occur.  

In addition to the book, Steve provides podcasts of interviews with guests 
about their experience with anxiety in leadership. Get a free chapter download 
and listen to podcasts at stevecusswords.com

Available on Amazon.com

STEVE’S BOOK 

Single, Gay, Christian
Gregory Coles
Recommended by Tim Hurley

When In Romans
Beverly Roberts Gaventa
Recommended by Emilie Knauss

Blessed Broken Given
Glenn Packiam
Recommended by Steve Cuss

Spirituality According to Paul
Rodney Reeves
Recommended by Steve Cuss

Good & Beautiful God Series
James Bryan Smith
Recommended by Joel Aper

Seeking Allah, Finding Jesus
Nabeel Qureshi
Recommended by Rachael Parks

Between Two Trees
Shane Wood
Recommended by Steve Cuss

What If It’s True?
Charles Martin
Recommended by Wendy Smith

reading room



Noise, dust, and construction chaos? Check. More and Better Space? Check. Temporary inconvenience for permanent 
improvement! Follow us on Twitter at @DCCUnfinished for progress on our building renovations!



LOVE GOD, SERVE OTHERS, SHARE OUR REASON FOR OUR HOPE


